PORTABLE SYSTEMS

DJ 2000

DJ 2000 is a very compact high quality portable sound reinforcement system for
mobile performers. Reliable, neodymium transducers provide high output for
demanding application for events up to 300 people. During the transport, the tops
can be shuffled in to bass reflex to decrease transportation space required.
DJ 2000 SET
Frequency Range

40 Hz - 20 kHz

Program Power

Main Features
Neodymium 15” woofers
All in one - transport sollution
Supprising high output
D’appolito 10” formation

Application
DJs
Music Bands
Mobile performers

2200 W

Components

BP 215 ND + 2 x SAT 110 ND

Weight

72 kg
SAT 210

BP 215 ND

90 Hz - 20 kHz

40 Hz - 200 Hz

AES Power

350 W

1000 W

SPL (1W / 1m)

102 dB

102 dB

Components

2 x 10” (1,5”) + 1”(1,75”)

2 x 15” (3”)

4Ω

4Ω

Frequency range

Impedance
Connectors
Dimensions HxWxD [mm]

2 x Neutrik NL4MP
700 x 300 x 165

610 x 650 x 720

In standard version enclosure is covere with carpet,
front covered with metal grill and foam.
Available with textural paint and Poliurea cover.

Finish
Weight

16 kg

44 kg

DJ 2000 is professional, portable sound reinforcement system that provides high
output in a very compact form. Designed for mobile performers that need to operate
system with minimum setup activities and maximum versatility and smart transport
solutions.
Mono sub solution provides even coverage which is easier to setup in any location.
This is why single, double 15”, sub was introduced as a best solution for optimum
setup time and high output application. Additionally, satellite, provides double 10” in
d'appolito formation. This why we can achieve higher vertical directivity control to
limit reflection both from ceiling and floor and concentrate the energy on listeners.
Every day, different venue with a similar sound.
Every enclosure manufactured by POL-AUDIO is made of high grade plywood that
provides durability and very little resonances, because only speakers should be heard
during the gig.
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